Dark Child

Treatment By Damian Golfinopoulos

Hi Marlon, your song is a rich, sober and somber mystery.
“One day Youll grow up and be distressed
One day You’ll grow up and reject everything I’ve set out for you
My only dear long wasteful son
One day you’ll wonder what you’ve become
One day all this could be yours if...”
I want to use this point in the lyrics as a launching point and to imagine just what scenario the ‘rejected’, ‘wasteful son’ has become, and what is it that ‘could all be his’ ?
I’ll tell the story.

A dark evening. There is a sense of frenzied movement & siren-lights. We pull into focus. An ambulance orderly rushes past a
woman sitting on the front steps of a nice white home.
The woman is crying and her husband has his arm around her shoulder.
A thick parabola of blood is smeared across the woman’s face and into her cashmere sweater. Her pearls are bloodied and she has
a foil blanket wrapped around her shoulders.
Beside her, the husband also cries, he is completely wet and covered in a sticky translucent gel , a total mess. Police officers rushe
past them up the steps and two more orderlies wheel a stretcher out of the house.
A black body bag is strapped onto the stretcher. The sight of the body bag makes the woman more inconsolable and the husband
gently turns her cheek into his shoulder.

A dead-pan Marlon Williams in handcuffs, shirtless, is escorted by two armed defenders out of the house. Another bodybag on a stretcher is wheeled out. There is no emotion on Marlon’s face as he looks at the crying couple on the steps.
An officer questions an old woman who is standing behind yellow tape that cordons off the scene. The old woman points
into the distance and then she slowly draws her finger back towards the house, the officer’s eyes follow her finger.
Another body bag.

Then the crying couple are shooed away with a broom and two identically dressed people take up the same position on the
steps of the home. This doppelganger couple automatically begin to cry.
Another body bag leaves the house on a stretcher and a continuous trickle of Police officers and ambulance attendees zig
zag in and out of the house, talking on walkie talkies, taking notes, cameras flash on the peripheries of what we can see.
A slightly different looking version of Marlon Williams is escorted out of the house in cuffs. Marlon#2 screams something
at Crying Couple#2. Marlon #2 shakes in deranged ecstasy and rage as he screams. Waves of pure hate emanate from his
face.
Another stretcher comes out of the house and an officer questions a different old woman who points.

A crane shot changes our perspective of the scene: we see that all of the body bags are actually being dumped in a large pile.
The cuffs that Marlon wears are actually intricate bracelets that twinkle and shine as he helps the wet-gel covered husband to
throw his grinning wife into the body pile.
Everyone smiles pleasantly, and as the woman lands on the pile, a liquid red matter jettisons up and splashes back out of the
inert body bags.
The woman is recovered from the pile by her husband and they move to the steps crying, the couple are replaced again by
by near identical participants, who form a queue to the side, like children lining up for a water slide ride .
The final shot shows a circle of old woman that surround the scene and the house, each woman flanked by an officer with a notepad. The camera spins around within this circle of old woman as their fingers all point straight down the lens.

The Why Of The Idea
I love to gut tropes.
This video takes a familiar scene: its the aftermath, the end of the chaotic finale, the conclusion of most action /
thriller / big budget spectacles, where equilibrium is restored, evil is dispatched of, or in cuffs, and the moral forces of
order sweep in like ants to restore sanity and peace. We’ve seen it a million times. We rely on it, its the modern equivalent of “And they all lived happily ever after”.
The audiences first interpretation might be that Marlon is the Dark Child of the title. The evil that causes this chaos,
but once the scene is revealed to be a complex and possibly meaningless ritual, I am hoping that we will have created
an enigmatic and equally haunting video puzzle.

Additional Thoughts
The lyrics initially imply some kind of indictment or accusation
at a prodigal, wayward son. However, as the song progresses it
seems like a loss is revealed.
Its heavy stuff and I am not clear whether you are singing explicitly about a tragedy, whether its an allusion, or even perhaps just
a very evocative situation you have created.
Either way: its powerful and I don’t want to face the reality of
your lyrics. I am not equipped to respond soberly.
I approach human emotion in an oblique/off angle way. This is
my own coping strategy developed from suffering my own personal losses.
I hear the song and I want to respond sardonically to the implied
emotional content by escaping and deconstructing the idea of
‘tragedy’... as if it were a deranged game played out on a movie
set by a procession of actors.

This approach does not do a disservice, or defy, or undermine
your lyrics. I feel like it underscores them. As if talking in
frenzied, coded dreams about the experience of having listened
to the song.
I dont want people to hear the lyrics, look at the screen and to
then say to themselves “oh, there it is: this is what the singer is
singing about .... I get it”.
I want the audience to hear the words, see the incongruous
haunting images, the cryptic behaviour, and to then experience
a mental blank. This is my strategy to hopefully stun people and
force them to reconsider their own perspectives.

Technique & Execution
The steady but lingering tempo calls for equally languid visuals. I
think this video is justified in slow motion, shot at a nice high frame
rate so that we can see emotions unfold on faces, perv at the rich
details and allow the audience to draw conclusions, ponder the scene,
take their time and then become transfixed by the bizarre spectacle.
So in order to do this, we are going to get our hands on a beautiful
camera, a brilliant D.O.P, gaffer, art department and then we are
going to make it look cinematic. Like a movie.
And because we are slowly moving through time, we can pull it off.
The idea is focused, it has one location for us to fix our attention to:
a single house, with a large front section.
My job is to then work with the production to help orchestrate and
carefully coordinate our actors.
Its going to be a matter of creating a controlled form of chaos and
then filming it beautifully.

With Candelit Productions by my side, we will have access to great
production talent, fierce 1st AD’s, casting connections and ultimately a logistical control that will help make this idea become a reality.
We are going to take this vision and craft a beautiful and rich piece
of visual art to complement ‘Dark Child’. I feel priviliged to have put
this pitch forward for you. Lets talk, I have much to say.
Regards,
Damian Golfinopoulos

